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1

Introduction

QUEST_Serbia is a DSGE model of the Serbian Government developed in Dynare1. Belox
DSGE Model Simulator (Model Simulator) is a software package for the QUEST_Serbia
DSGE model developed in MATLAB2 and Dynare.
Belox DSGE Model Simulator is run on top of Dynare Model file (‘.mod’ file). It is friendly,
interactive and rich graphical user interface (GUI) to set of standard Dynare functionalities. It
allows users to use benefits of DSGE modeling in Dynare without excessive knowledge of
Dynare and MATLAB.
QUEST_Serbia DSGE model and Belox DSGE Model Simulator are distributed in
QUEST_Serbia package.

2

Software requirements

Prerequisite for installation and usage of QUEST_Serbia package are following software
requirements:



2.1

MATLAB (version 7.3/R2006b and later)
Dynare (version 4.4.x).

Installation of MATLAB

MATLAB is commercially available product. It is a high-level language and interactive
environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming.
MATLAB product family includes numerous toolboxes which are separately licensed. For
QUEST_Serbia model, besides primary MATLAB distribution, following toolboxes are
required:



Statistics toolbox
Optimization toolbox.

Detail instructions for MATLAB installation, licensing, and activation can be found on the
following website:
1

Dynare is a software platform for handling a wide class of economic models, in particular dynamic stochastic
general equilibrium (DSGE) - http://www.dynare.org/
2
MATLAB (short for Matrix Laboratory) is a high-level language and interactive environment for numerical
computation, visualization, and programming develped by The MathWorks, Inc http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
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•

www.mathworks.com/help/install.
Figure 1 - MATLAB interactive environment

2.2 Installation of Dynare
Dynare is a software platform for handling a wide class of economic models, in particular
dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models. Official Dynare website is
www.dynare.org.
Dynare is a free software, which means that it can be downloaded free of charge, that its
source code is freely available, and that it can be used for both non-profit and for-profit
purposes. Dynare runs on both MATLAB and GNU Octave platform. In this project and in
development of QUEST_Serbia model we have used only MATLAB.
QUEST_Serbia model is developed in Dynare release 4.4.2, which is currently the latest
release (published on 4.3.2014).
Dynare installation file and instructions are available for download at:


www.dynare.org/download/dynare-stable.

On Windows platform, Dynare is installed as executable (.exe) file. Latest release Dynare
4.4.2 for Windows is compatible with Windows (XP/Vista/7/8) and MATLAB (7.3/R2006b
and later).

2.3 Settings in MATLAB for Dynare
You need to add the ‘matlab’ subdirectory of your Dynare installation to MATLAB path
This can be done in two ways:
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1. Using the addpath command in the MATLAB command window:
addpath c:\dynare\4.x.y\matlab

MATLAB will not remember this setting next time you run it, and you will have to do
it again.
2. Via the menu entries:
 Select the “Set Path” entry in the “File” menu, then click on “Add Folder. . . ”,
and select the ‘matlab’ subdirectory of your Dynare installation. Note that you
should not use “Add with Subfolders. . . ”. Apply the settings by clicking on
“Save”.
MATLAB will remember this setting next time you run it.
It is possible to have several versions of Dynare coexisting (for example in ‘c:\dynare’), as
long as you correctly adjust your path settings (configure MATLAB) for the Dynare version
that you want to use.
Figure 2 – Settings in MATLAB for Dynare

3

QUEST_Serbia Package

QUEST_Serbia package is a zipped folder which includes files written in Dynare and
MATLAB for:


QUEST_Serbia DSGE model and
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Belox DSGE Model Simulator.

Package is installed by unzipping (or coping) the package files to a designated folder which is
called model root directory.
Figure 3 – QUEST_Serbia root directory as shown in MATLAB

DSGE modeling in Dynare requires that model is written in a file called MOD file (.mod file
extension). QUEST_Serbia.mod file is main MOD file for QUEST_Serbia DSGE model.
For convenience during model development, certain parts of the MOD file were written in
separate .dyn files and later included in the QUEST_Serbia.mod file with INCLUDE
directive. For example, all model variables are defined in the QUEST_Serbia_Variables.dyn
file and included in QUEST_Serbia.mod with following Dynare command:
@#include "QUEST_Serbia_Variables.dyn"

QUEST_Serbia DSGE model .dyn files are shown on Figure 3 above.
Belox_GUI is subfolder in the root directory and it includes MATLAB files written for Belox
DSGE Model Simulator. These files should not be modified. Content of BELOX_GUI folder
is presented in Figure 4 below.
Belox DSGE Model Simulator uses for tabular display GUI Layout Toolbox version 1.14,
developed by Ben Tordoff and David Sampson from the Consulting group at MathWorks
(GUILayout-v1p14 subfolder).
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Figure 4 – Contents of BELOX_GUI folder
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Following table contains more detail description of the QUEST_Serbia package:
Table 1 – Content of the QUEST_Serbia package
Type of files
1. Belox_GUI files

File name
See Figure 4.

2. DYN files

list_variables.dyn

QUEST_Serbia_Equations.dyn
QUEST_Serbia_Estimation.dyn

QUEST_Serbia_Parameters.dyn

QUEST_Serbia_Parameters_Esti
mation.dyn
QUEST_Serbia_ROW_Shock.d
yn
QUEST_Serbia_Sensitivity.dyn

QUEST_Serbia_SteadyStatePara
meters.dyn

QUEST_Serbia_SteadyStatePara
meters_core.dyn
QUEST_Serbia_Variables.dyn
3. MATLAB
Functions

QUEST_Serbia_steadystate.m
QUEST_Serbia_steadystate_util.
m
graph_decomp.m

plot_icforecast.m

File description
Core files for Belox DSGE Model
Simulator.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains list of endogenous
variables used by various Dynare
commands.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains model equations.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains Dynare estimation
command.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains declarations for
model parameters.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains estimations of some
model parameters.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains model shocks.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains Dynare commands
for sensitivity analysis.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains model steady state
parameters and is build
dynamically based on
QUEST_Serbia_SteadyStateParam
eters_core.dyn file.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains model steady state
parameters.
This is part of QUEST_Serbia.mod
file. It contains model variables.
Computes steady state for
QUEST_Serbia model.
Function used by
QUEST_Serbia_steadystate.m.
Dynare function which was
overridden for the need of Belox
DSGE Model Simulator.
Dynare function which was
overridden for the need of Belox
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Type of files

4. MATLAB
Scripts

5. MAT Files

6. MOD Files

7. Microsoft Excel
97-2003
Worksheet files

4

File name

File description
DSGE Model Simulator.
stoch_simul.m
Dynare function which was
overridden for the need of Belox
DSGE Model Simulator.
QUEST_Serbia_data.m
Reads historical data, transforms
data as it is needed by the model
and saves transformed data in a
data file.
RUN_QUEST_Serbia.m
File use for running the
QUEST_Serbia DSGE model in
Dynare.
RUN_BELOX_GUI .m
File use for running the
QUEST_Serbia DSGE model in
Belox DSGE Model Simulator.
world_economy_VAR_serbia.m Used for calibration of World’
economy parameters.
QUEST_Serbia_mode.mat
QUEST_Serbia MODE file
(containing the value for the
calculated mode of the model).
QUEST_Serbia.mod
Main QUEST_Serbia MOD file.
QUEST_Serbia_core.mod
MOD file used by Belox DSGE
Model Simulator
(QUEST_Serbia.mod file is build
dynamically based on this file).
QUEST_Serbia_core_no_shocks MOD file used by Belox DSGE
.mod
Model Simulator
(QUEST_Serbia.mod file is build
dynamically based on this file).
QUEST_Serbia_data.xls
Historical data for observable
variables.
Belox_GUI_modelinfo.xls
Belox DSGE Model Simulator
settings.

Running QUEST_Serbia DSGE model

QUEST_Serbia DSGE model can be run in Dynare regardless of Belox DSGE Model
Simulator. This is done with Dynare command in MATLAB command window:
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Figure 5 - Running the model in Dynare

Alternatively, it is possible to start the model by running MATLAB script file
RUN_QUEST_Serbia.m.
Result will be the same in both approaches. Depending on the commands written in MOD
file, specified Dynare computations and results will be displayed to the user.

5 Belox DSGE Model Simulator
Belox DSGE Model Simulator (Model Simulator) is a software package for the
QUEST_Serbia DSGE model developed in MATLAB3 and Dynare.

3

MATLAB (short for Matrix Laboratory) is a high-level language and interactive environment for numerical
computation, visualization, and programming develped by The MathWorks, Inc http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
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Belox DSGE Model Simulator is run on top of Dynare Model file (‘.mod’ file). It is friendly,
interactive and rich graphical user interface (GUI) to set of standard Dynare functionalities. It
allows users to use benefits of DSGE modeling in Dynare without excessive knowledge of
Dynare and MATLAB.
Figure 6 – Belox DSGE Model Simulator

Refer to the Installation Manual for installation and licenses details.
Model simulator is started by running MATLAB script RUN_Belox_GUI.m which is in the
root of a QUEST_Serbia model directory. MATLAB script is run by right click + Run
command (or F9 shortcut key command).

6 Design and structure of the Belox DSGE model simulator
The main idea behind Belox DSGE Model Simulator is to provide a user with general
understanding of macroeconomics the ability to work with sophisticated QUEST_ Serbia
DSGE model. It is a user friendly interface to all important aspects of the QUEST_Serbia
DSGE model.
Belox DSGE Model Simulator has following main functionalities:




Initialization
Model check
Shock simulation (impulse response functions)
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Shock decomposition
Forecasting
Conditional forecast
Fiscal policy simulation with monetary response
Advance settings: the Long-Term Macroeconomic Goals.

Output of all functionalities is both tabular data and graphics. In addition, all important data is
saved to a log file.
Figure 7 –Main Belox DSGE Model Simulator functionalities

2. Model
check
3. Shock
simulation

8. Advance
settings

1. Initialization
7. Fiscal
policy
simulation

4. Shock
decomposit
ion

6.
Conditional
forecast

5.
Forecasting

7 Belox DSGE Model Simulator setup
Belox DSGE Model Simulator setup is defined through various settings in the model info file:
Excel file Belox_GUI_modelinfo.xls included in the model root folder.
Because of performance issues of read & write operations with Excel file, it is important to
save this file as Excel 97-2003 file type (.xls extension).

7.1 Model information
Model information is defined under Model_Info sheet of the model info file:
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Table 2 – Setup for basic DSGE model information
Field in Excel sheet
Model name
Flag
Data file
First historic
observation
Last historic
observation
Number of historic
observations
First forecast period

Meaning
Name of the model - the same as the name for the Dynare Model file
(‘.mod’ file)
Name of the .jpg file for the picture on the starting screen of Belox
DSGE Model Simulator (see Error! Reference source not found.)
Data file for Dynare DSGE model (see Section 8 for more details). It
refers to datafile option of Dynare’s estimation command.
Quarter and year for the first historic observation
Quarter and year for the first historic observation

Quarter and year of the first forecast period

Table 3 – QUEST_Serbia model information setup
Parameter
Model name
Flag
Data file
First historic observation
Last historic observation
Number of historic observations
First forecast period

Value
QUEST_Serbia
Zastava.jpg
QUEST_Serbia_data
Jan2003
Jul2013
43
Oct2013

Quarter

Year

1
3

2003
2013

4

2013

7.2 Observable variables (observables)
Observable variables are used in Model check functionality (see Section 9.2 for more details).
They are defined in Observables sheet of the model info file.
For each observable variable defined, following information is needed:
Table 4 – Setup for observable variables
Field in Excel sheet
Group (tab) name
Name in Dynare model
Variable name

Meaning
Name for the group of variables that will be separate tab on the
Belox DSGE Model Simulator form/screen
Variable name as defined in DSGE Dynare model
User friendly variable name used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator

User can add/remove observable variables and/or group of observable variables, that are used
by Belox DSGE Model Simulator, by adding or deleting rows in this excel sheet. First row
should not be modified.
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Table 5 - QUEST_Serbia observable variables setup
Group (tab)
name
Consumption

Export

Import

Investment

Government

Name in Dynare
model
E_BGYN
E_PHIC
E_LCSN
E_GC
E_GCL
E_GE
E_LGSN
E_GG
E_GGL
E_LIGSN
E_GIG
E_LEXYN
E_GEX
E_GEXL
E_PHIM
E_PHIML
E_LIMYN
E_GIM
E_GIML
E_PHIM
E_PHIML
E_PHI
E_INOM
E_LISN
E_PHIPI
E_GI
E_GIL
E_LL
E_GL
E_GY
E_GYL
E_LCY
E_LGY
E_LYWR
E_LPCP
E_LPXP
E_LPMP
E_LTRYN

Variable name
Public debt
Consumers inflation
Consumption
Consumption growth rate
Consumption per capita growth rate
Exchange rate growth rate
Government consumption
Government consumption growth rate
Government consumption per capita growth
rate
Government investment
Government investment growth rate
Export
Export growth rate
Export per capita growth rate
Export price inflation
Export price per capita inflation
Import
Import growth rate
Import per capita growth rate
Import price inflation
Import price per capita inflation
Inflation
Interest rate
Investment
Investment goods inflation
Investment growth rate
Investment per capita growth rate
Labor
Labor growth rate
Output growth rate
Output per capita growth rate
Real consumption share in GDP
Real government consumption share in GDP
Real wage share
Relative consumption prices
Relative export prices
Relative import prices
Transfer payments
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Group (tab)
name

World

Name in Dynare
model
E_GTR
E_TRW
E_WPHI
E_WS
E_PHIW
E_INOMW
E_GYW
E_LYWY
E_LER

Variable name
Transfer payments growth rate
Transfers to wages
Wage inflation
Wage share
Foreign inflation
Foreign interest rate
Foreign output growth rate
Foreign over domestic output
Real exchange rate

7.3 Shocks (GUI shocks)
Shocks are used in Shock simulation functionality (see Section 9.3 for more details). They are
defined in GUI_Shocks sheet of the model info file.
For each shock defined, following information is needed:
Table 6 – Setup for shocks
Field in Excel sheet
Group (tab) name
Name in Dynare model
Shock name

Meaning
Name for the group of variables that will be separate tab on the
Belox DSGE Model Simulator form/screen
Shock name as defined in DSGE Dynare model
User friendly shock name used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator

User can add/remove shocks and/or group of shocks that are used by Belox DSGE Model
Simulator, by adding or deleting rows in this Excel sheet. First row should not be modified.
Table 7 - QUEST_Serbia shocks setup
Group (tab) name Name in Dynare model
Monetary
E_EPS_M
E_EPS_INOMW
E_EPS_RPREME
E_EPS_RPREMK
Demand
E_EPS_EX
E_EPS_G
E_EPS_IG
E_EPS_ETA
E_EPS_ETAM
E_EPS_ETAX
E_EPS_PW
E_EPS_TR

Shock name
Monetary shock
Foreign interest rate shock
UIP risk premium shock
Capital risk premium shock
Export shock
Government consumption shock
Government investment shock
Price markup shock
Import price markup shock
Export price markup shock
Foreign price shock
Transfer payments shock
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E_EPS_C
E_EPS_L
E_EPS_LOL
E_EPS_W
E_EPS_PPI
E_EPS_Y
E_EPS_YW

Factors

Tech&TFP

Consumption shock
Labor supply shock
Labor overhead shock
Wage rate shock
Technology shock
Labor productivity shock
World output shock

7.4 Endogenous variables (GUI variables)
Endogenous variables are used with almost all Belox DSGE Model Simulator functionalities.
They are defined in GUI_Variables sheet of the model info file.
For each variable defined, following information is needed:
Table 8 – Setup for endogenous variables
Field in Excel sheet
Group (tab) name
Name in Dynare model
Variable name

Meaning
Name for the group of variables that will be separate tab on the
Belox DSGE Model Simulator form/screen
Variable name as defined in DSGE Dynare model
User friendly shock name used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator

User can add/remove endogenous variables and/or group of endogenous variables that are
used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator, by adding or deleting rows in this Excel sheet. First
row should not be modified.
Table 9 - QUEST_Serbia endogenous variables setup
Group (tab)
name
GDP

Name in Dynare
model
E_GY
E_GC
E_GCLC
E_GCNLC

Growth

E_GG
E_GEX
E_GIM
E_GI
E_GIG
E_GK
E_GKG
E_GL
E_GYW

Variable name
GDP growth rate
Consumption growth rate
Consumption liquidity constrained growth rate
Consumption liquidity non-constrained growth
rate
Government consumption growth rate
Export growth rate
Import growth rate
Investments growth rate
Government investments growth rate
Capital growth rate
Government capital growth rate
Employment growth rate
Foreign GDP growth
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Group (tab)
name

Shares

Prices

Taxes

Name in Dynare
model
E_GE
E_GIML
E_GTAX
E_GTFP
E_GTFPUCAP
E_GTR
E_GUC
E_GUCAP
E_GWRY
E_GYL
E_WRPHI
E_BGYN
E_BWRY
E_CY
E_CLCSN
E_DBGYN
E_GSN
E_WS
E_WSW
E_EXYN
E_IMYN
E_TBYN
E_LYWY
E_PHI
E_PHIC
E_PHIPI
E_PHIM
E_PHIX
E_PHIW
E_WPHI
E_PMP
E_PXP
E_ETA
prime_def
E_TW
E_TRTAXYN
E_TRW
E_TRYN
E_TAXYN

Variable name
Nominal exchange rate growth
Import growth per capita
Lump sum tax growth
Total factor productivity growth
Solow residual growth
Transfer payments growth
Utility growth
Capacity utilization growth
Change of Wage bill share in GDP
GDP per capita growth rate
Real wages growth rate
Government debt share in GDP
Net foreign assets share in GDP
Consumption share in GDP
Liquidity constrained consumption share in GDP
Change Government debt share in GDP
Government consumption share in GDP
Gross wage share in GDP
Net wage share in GDP
Share of export in GDP
Share of import in GDP
Trade balance share in GDP
Foreign over domestic output
Overall inflation rate
Consumption deflator inflation
Investment deflator inflation
Import deflator inflation
Export deflator inflation
Foreign inflation rate
Nominal wage inflation
Relative import price
Relative export price
Price markup
Fiscal deficit change
Tax on wages
Net transfer payments to GDP ratio
Transfer payments to wage bill share
Transfer payments share in GDP
Lump sum tax to GDP ratio
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Group (tab)
name
Money&Factors

Name in Dynare
model
E_INOM
E_EXCHR
E_INOMW
E_MRY
E_Q
E_R
E_UCAP
E_UCAP0
E_VL
E_VLLC

Variable name
Domestic interest rate
Real exchange rate
Foreign interest rate
Real money balances in real GDP
Tobin's Q
Real interest rate
Capacity utilization
Moving average of capacity utilization
Value of leisure
Leisure value of liquidity constrained households

7.5 Conditional forecast variables (CF variables)
Conditional forecast variables are used in Conditional forecast functionality (see Section 9.6
for more details). They are defined in CF_Variables sheet of the model info file.
CF variables are endogenous variables for which constrained path for the future values can be
defined (conditional forecast paths). For each CF variable one or more structural shocks must
be defined which will be matched to generate the constrained path.
For each variable defined, following information is needed:
Table 10 – Setup for conditional forecast variables
Field in Excel sheet
Variable name in
Dynare model
Variable name
Variable Log Indicator
Shock name in Dynare
model
Shock name

Meaning
Variable name as defined in DSGE Dynare model
User friendly CF variable name used by Belox DSGE Model
Simulator
Indicator of whether the values of the variables are expressed
logarithm values (possible values are 0 or 1)
Shock name as defined in DSGE Dynare model. This shock is
controlled exogenous variable for the endogenous CF variable
defined above.
User friendly shock name used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator

User can add/remove CF variables that are used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator, by adding
or deleting rows in this Excel sheet. First two rows should not be modified.
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Table 11- QUEST_Serbia CF variables setup
Name in
Dynare
model
...
E_LBGYN

Variable name
Select variable ...
Government debt share
in GDP

Variable
Log ind.

1

E_INOM

Nominal interest rate

0

E_GE

Nominal exchange rate
change

0

E_GG

Government
consumption growth

0

E_LGSN

Government
consumption share in
GDP

1

E_LIGSN

Government investment
share in GDP

1

E_GIG

Government investment
growth

0

E_GTFP

Total factor productivity
growth

0

E_LPMP

Relative import price

1

E_LPXP

Relative export price

1

Trade balance to GDP
ratio
Foreign nominal interest
E_INOMW
rate
Liquidity nonE_LUCYN constrained consumption
utility share in GDP
E_TBYN

0
0

E_EPS_C
E_EPS_LOL

Labor overhead

1

E_PHIPI

Investment deflator
inflation

0

E_LYKPPI

Output to capital ratio

1

E_LYWR

Transfer payments to
wage bill share
Real GDP to real wage

0
1

Shock name

...
Temporary foreign
E_EPS_BG
debt shock
Monetary persistent
E_EPS_M
shock
Interest rate parity
E_EPS_RPRE
risk premium
ME
persistent shock
Government
E_EPS_G
consumption
persistent shock
Government
E_EPS_G
consumption
persistent shock
Government
E_EPS_IG
investment persistent
shock
Government
E_EPS_IG
investment persistent
shock
Total factor
E_EPS_Y
productivity persistent
shock
E_EPS_ETA
Import price markup
M
persistent shock
E_EPS_ETA
Export price markup
X
persistent shock
Export persistent
E_EPS_EX
shock
E_EPS_INO
Foreign interest rate
MW
persistent shock

1

E_LOL

E_TRW

Shock Name
in Dynare
model
...

Utility persistent
shock

Labor overhead
persistent shock
Technology persistent
E_EPS_PPI
shock
E_EPS_RPRE Capital risk premium
MK
persistent shock
Transfer payments
E_EPS_TR
persistent shock
E_EPS_W
Wage rate persistent
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Name in
Dynare
model

Variable name

Variable
Log ind.

Shock Name
in Dynare
model

ratio
E_GYW

Foreign GDP growth

0

E_EPS_YW

E_LUCLC
YN

Liquidity constrained
consumption utility share
in GDP

1

E_EPS_L

E_VL

Value of leisure

0

E_EPS_L

E_ETA

Price markup

0

E_EPS_ETA

Shock name
shock
World total factor
productivity persistent
shock
Labor supply
persistent shock
Labor supply
persistent shock
Price markup
persistent shock

7.6 Policy parameters
Policy parameters are used in Fiscal policy simulation functionality (see Section 0 for more
details). They are defined in PolicyParameters sheet of the model info file.
For each parameter defined, following information is needed:
Table 12 – Setup for policy parameters
Field in Excel sheet
Group (tab) name
Name in Dynare model
Parameter name

Meaning
Name for the group of variables that will be separate tab on the
Belox DSGE Model Simulator form/screen
Parameter name as defined in DSGE Dynare model
User friendly parameter name used by Belox DSGE Model
Simulator

User can add/remove policy parameters and/or group of parameters that are used by Belox
DSGE Model Simulator, by adding or deleting rows in this Excel sheet. First row should not
be modified.
Table 13 – QUEST_Serbia policy parameters setup
Group (tab) name
Fiscal

Name in Dynare model
TW0
SSC
TVAT
TP
TRSN
GSN
IGSN
GPCPI0

Parameter name
Personal income tax
Social security contributions
Value added tax
Corporate income tax
Transfer payments
Government consumption
Government investment
Labor augmented TFP (- up)
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7.7 Monetary variables
Monetary variables are used in the Monetary response functionality (see Section 9.8 for more
details). They are defined in Monetary_Variables sheet of the model info file.
Monetary response is conditional forecast for the alternative policy (see Section 9.8 for more
details). Monetary variables are endogenous variables for which constrained path for the
future values can be defined (conditional forecast paths). Similarly to CF variable, for each
monetary variable one or more structural shocks must be defined which will be matched to
generate the constrained path.
For each monetary variable defined, following information is needed:
Table 14 – Setup for monetary variables
Field in Excel sheet
Variable name in
Dynare model
Variable name
Shock name in Dynare
model
Shock name

Meaning
Variable name as defined in DSGE Dynare model
User friendly monetary variable name used by Belox DSGE Model
Simulator
Shock name as defined in DSGE Dynare model. This shock is
controlled exogenous variable for the endogenous monetary
variable defined above.
User friendly shock name used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator

User can add/remove monetary variables that are used by Belox DSGE Model Simulator, by
adding or deleting rows in this Excel sheet. First row should not be modified.
Table 15 - QUEST_Serbia monetary variables setup
Name in
Dynare model
E_INOM
E_GE
E_INOMW

Variable name
Domestic nominal
interest rate
Nominal exchange
rate change
Foreign nominal
interest rate

Shock name in
Dynare model

Shock name

E_EPS_M

Monetary persistent shock

E_EPS_RPREME
E_EPS_INOMW

Interest rate parity risk
premium persistent shock
Foreign interest rate persistent
shock

7.8 Setup parameters
Setup parameters are used in Advance settings: the Long-Term Macroeconomic Goals
functionality (see Section 9.9 for more details). They are defined in SetupParameters sheet
of the model info file. These parameters are steady state parameters of the DSGE model.
For each parameter, following information is needed:
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Table 16 - Setup for steady state parameters
Field in Excel sheet
Parameter name
Name in Dynare
model
Default setup
New setup

Meaning
User friendly parameter name
Parameter name as defined in QUEST_Serbia DSGE Dynare model
Default parameter value
Initial value for the alternative parameter value (usually the same as
above)

User can add/remove setup parameters by adding or deleting rows in this excel sheet. First
row should not be modified.
Table 17 – QUEST_Serbia steady state parameters setup
Parameter name
Price difference in Serbia
Convergence (the gdp rate by which Serbian
growth exceeds the EU growth)
Time preference difference between the EU
and Serbia
Target for trade balance
Target Government debt share in GDP
Target employment rate
Target Government consumption
Target Government investment

Name in Dynare
model
price_diff

Default
setup
0.018600

New
setup
0.018600

convergence

1.500000

1.500000

time_pref_diff

0.010183

0.010183

tbtar
BGTAR
L0
GSN
GISN

-0.150000
0.600000
0.650000
0.20
0.025

-0.150000
0.600000
0.650000
0.20
0.025

8 Model data
8.1 Data source
Certain commands in Dynare (estimation, conditional_forecast) have datafile option which
defines a file containing historical values for all observable variables. This data file can be a
‘.m’ file, a ‘.mat’ file, a ‘.csv’ file, or a ‘.xls’/‘.xlsx’ file.
As described in section 7.1, data file should be specified in the Model_Info sheet of the
model info Excel file (Belox_GUI_modelinfo.xls). Input data for the QUEST_Serbia model
is in the file QUEST_Serbia_data.xls which is in the root of a model directory
(QUEST_Serbia directory). Data is available from Q1 2003 until present period (with a
lateness of 3-4 months4).
Data is available on following variables (observable variables):

4

For example data for Q4 2013 will be available in March 2014
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Table 18 - QUEST_Serbia input data
Name in
QUEST_Serbia Variable
model
E_Y

Real GDP

E_C

Real consumption

E_I

Real investment

E_G

Real government
consumption

E_EX

Real export

E_IM

Real import

E_L

Number of workers
in thousand units

E_P

GDP deflator

E_PC
E_PX
E_PM

Deflator of
consumption
Deflator of export
price
Deflator of import
price

E_PW

EU area CPI

E_INOM

Repo rate

E_INOMW

EURIBOR 1 year

E_E

Nominal exchange
rate EUR/RSD

E_YW

Real EU GDP
(Euro area 17)

E_PHI

E_PHIC

y-o-y inflation
obtained from GDP
deflator
y-o-y inflation
obtained from
Consumption

Description

Source

Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of Real
GDP at 2005 prices
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of Real
consumption
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of Real
investment
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of Real
government consumption
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of Real
export
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of Real
import
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of the
Number of workers in thousand units
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of GDP
deflator level 2005=1
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of
Deflator of consumption 2005=1
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of
Deflator of export price level 2005=1
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of
Deflator of import price level 2005=1
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of EU
area CPI price level 2005=1
Repo rate, but from q1-2002 to q2-2006
discount rate
EURIBOR 1 year
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of
Nominal exchange rate EUR/RSD,
2005=1
Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of real
EU GDP (Euro area 17), Nominal GDP
deflated by GDP deflator

RZS5
RZS
RZS
RZS
RZS
RZS
MFIN6
(RZS)
CAL7
CAL
CAL
CAL
ECB
NBS
ECB
NBS

y-o-y inflation obtained from GDP
deflator

CAL

y-o-y inflation obtained from
Consumption deflator

CAL

5

Statistical office of the Republic of Serbia
Ministry of Finance, Republic of Serbia
7
Calculated by Belox Advisory Services
6
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Name in
QUEST_Serbia Variable
model
deflator
Nominal gross
E_W
wage rate
E_YPOT
Potential GDP
E_IGN
Public investments
Nominal
E_CN
consumption at
current prices
Government
E_GN
consumption at
Gov. prices
Nominal export at
E_EXN
export prices
Nominal import at
E_IMN
import prices
Nominal total
E_IN
investment
Nominal GDP at
E_YN
current prices
Price level of
E_PI
investment goods
E_POPA
E_POP
E_POPO
E_TR
E_BG
E_BW

Population active
All population in
the country
Unemployed part of
the labor force
Transfers in
nominal terms
Public debt
Official reserves

Description

Source

Seasonally adjusted Census X13 of
Nominal gross wage rate, average 2005=1
Potential GDP, HPtrend
Public investments

RZS
MFIN

Nominal consumption at current prices

RZS

Government consumption at Gov. prices

RZS

Nominal export at export prices

RZS

Nominal import at import prices

RZS

Nominal total investment

RZS

Nominal GDP at current prices

RZS

Price level of investment goods

CAL
MFIN
(RZS)
MFIN
(RZS)
MFIN
(RZS)

Population active
All population in the country
Unemployed part of the labor force
Transfers in nominal terms, current prices

MFIN

Public debt
Official reserves

MFIN
NBS

8.2 Data manipulation
For DSGE models developed in Dynare, there is usually MATLAB script file (‘.m’ file)
which reads (loads) from somewhere historical data, transforms data as it is needed by the
model and saves transformed data in a data file.
In QUEST_Serbia model, data is manipulated in QUEST_Serbia_data.m file. This is a
MATLAB script file. First, data is read from the mentioned Excel file,
QUEST_Serbia_data.xls, and then data is transformed as it is needed by the model.
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At the end of this MATLAB script, transformed data is saved in an Excel file
QUEST_Serbia_output.xls. This file is later used by Check Model functionality (see Section
9.2 for more details. This can be done at the end of this MATLAB script or in some other
way.

9 Main Functionalities
9.1 Initialization
Initialization is necessary first step in model simulator usage. At this moment Dynare is called
and QUEST_Serbia DSGE model is solved. All results are saved (in a Belox_GUI.mat file)
and these results are later used for other functionalities of Belox DSGE Model Simulator.
Dynare’s estimation command is used to solve the QUEST_Serbia DSGE model. During the
model estimation, following screen is displayed to inform user about the progress:
Figure 8 - Progress indicator

Similar progress screens are displayed for all time consuming operations of Belox DSGE
Model Simulator.
In addition, Dynare progress indicator is displayed during the estimation command which
uses Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
Figure 9 - Dynare progress indicator

Since initialization is necessary first step in model simulator usage, all other buttons becomes
available only after successful initialization (see Figure belowError! Reference source not
found.).
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After successful model solution, Dynare’ structures oo_ and M_ are saved in Belox_GUI.mat
file and later used by other model simulator functionalities.
Figure 10 – Initialization is a first step in model simulator usage

9.2 Model Check
Model check functionality compares historical data for observable variables to updated
variables.
Updated variables contains the estimation of the expected value of these variables given the
information available at the current date in the past.
User should:
1. Select observable variables on which model check should be performed
a. Multiple variables can be selected with appropriate check option buttons or
b. All variables can be selected with “Select all observable variables” button
2. Define the first historical observation to be displayed. It is set by quarter and year.
Default value is first available observation in the model (see 7.1 Model information
for more details on model observation period setup)
3. Define the last historical observation to be displayed. It is set by quarter and year.
Default value is last available observation in the model (see 7.1 Model information
for more details on model observation period setup).
All GUI elements are reset by “Reset” button:



All check boxes are deselected (none of the observable variables is selected),
First and last historical observations to be displayed are reset to default values.
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Figure 11 - Model check

Figure 12 - QUEST_Serbia model check output

9.3 Shocks Simulation
Shock simulation allows user to simulate effects of selected structural shocks on selected
(one or more) endogenous variables. Results can be grouped either by shocks or variable:
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Figure 13 - Shock simulation

Behind the scene, Dynare’ command stock_simul is used for shock simulation with following
options:



irf=20
order=1.

Results for shock simulation (as for any other graphs) are grouped with maximum 9 graphs
on one figure. This is the same convention used in general in Dynare.
For the convenience, there is a check box allowing user to select all endogenous variables on
the current tub.
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Figure 14 - QUEST_Serbia shock simulation output

9.4 Shocks Decomposition
Shock decomposition computes and presents shocks contributions to selected endogenous
variables. User can select the first and last historical observation to be displayed.
Figure 15 – Shock decomposition
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Results are displayed on a separate graph for each selected variable.

Figure 16 - QUEST_Serbia shock decomposition output

9.5 Forecasting
Forecasting allows user to forecast selected endogenous variables over the selected number
of periods (in quarters). User can also select the first historical observation to be displayed.
Figure 17 - Forecast
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There are two options for forecast:
 Mean forecast (uncertainty about shocks is averaged out)
 Point forecast (uncertainty about both, parameters and shocks).
For the convenience, there is a check box allowing user to select all endogenous variables on
the current tub.
Figure 18 - QUEST_Serbia mean forecast output

Figure 19 - QUEST_Serbia point forecast output
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9.6 Conditional Forecast
Similar to Forecasting, Conditional forecast allows user to forecast selected endogenous
variables over the selected number of periods (in quarters), but under certain conditions. User
can create various number of conditions by defining constrained path for the future values of
selected variables (CF variables). Future values can be defined in the period of 4 future
quarters. Conditions can be defined on all CF variables as described in Section 7.5.
Figure 20 - Conditional forecast

Figure 21 – QUEST_Serbia conditional forecast output
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9.7 Fiscal Policy Simulation
Fiscal policy simulation allows user to simulate in parallel effects of current and alternative
fiscal policy setup. Alternative fiscal policy can be defined by setting new values for policy
parameters (see Section 7.6 for settings regarding policy parameters).
User can select which endogenous variables to display in policy simulation (see Section 7.4
for details on available endogenous variables).
Figure 22 - Policy simulation
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Figure 23 – QUEST_Serbia policy simulation output

9.8 Monetary Response
Once policy simulation is completed, button “Monetary response” becomes available (see
also Figure ):
Figure 24 – Monetary response option
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Monetary response is conditional forecast for the alternative policy. Conditions can be
defined for the monetary variables as specified in Section 7.7.
Figure 25 - Monetary response

Figure 26 – QUEST_Serbia monetary response output
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9.9 Advance Settings: the Long-Term Macroeconomic Goals
Advance Settings allows user to set up long term macroeconomic goals.
Goals are set by defining values for the specific parameter subset of the QUEST_Serbia
model. These parameters are not estimated in the model and model highly depends on them.
They are part of „steady state parameters“ of the model.
Parameters with which long/term macroeconomic goals can be set are specified in Section
7.8.
There are two options available for setting up goals:
1. Default setup
2. New option.
First option includes predefined set of parameter. Second option allow user to directly input
parameter values. Initially, parameter values are set at the default level (as defined in Section
7.8). For the input convenience, there are +/- buttons which sets values in percentage points
increase/decrease from the initial values, as depicted in the following figure:
Figure 27 – Setting the long-term macroeconomic goals

Once parameter values are specified, by one of the available two options, operation for goal
setting is initialize by “Set goals !” button.
At this moment Dynare is called and model is solved with specified values of steady state
parameters.
Long term goals definition (steady state parameters) might change the model' steady state, in
which case a new mode file should be computed. Here, we use already computed mode file
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with settings defined under ''Default setup'' option. This is why user is asked whether or not
she/he wants to proceed:
Figure 28 - Goal settings and steady state of a model

If Dynare cannot find steady state of the model for the specified values of steady state
parameters, following error message will be displayed and user will be allowed to enter new
values for steady state parameters:
Figure 29 - Steady state error

After successful model solution, similarly as in Initialization functionality, Dynare’ structures
oo_ and M_ are saved in Belox_GUI.mat file and later used by other model simulator
functionalities. This file, and those goal settings, are used until Initialization or Goal settings
functionalities are initiated again.
Form (screen) is closed with “Close” button.
“Reset” button resets parameter values within “New setup” option to default values (which is
“Belox setup”).
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